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Background  

 

The Independent Communications Authority of South Africa’s (“the Authority”) is 

thankful to the Competition Commission of South Africa (“the Commission”) for being 

afforded this opportunity to comment and express its views and opinions on the 

provisional findings and recommendations on the Data Services Market Inquiry 

(“Inquiry”). We set out below our comments in this regard structured in two parts: 

Part A – General comments  

Part B: Specific comments  

 

Part A: General comments to the provisional findings and recommendations 

 

Below are the Authority’s general comments to the Commission’s provisional findings 

and recommendations. 

1. Ad: in-bundle rate and OOB data rates – maximum difference of 25%1  

1.1 The Commission recommends that – 

1.1.1 bundles smaller than 1GB are reduced in price to be within 25% of the 

average effective 1GB bundle price (inclusive of free and promotional 

data offers) on a per MB basis; and 

1.1.2 the OOB rates data rates are subject to the same maximum difference 

of 25% relative to in-bundle rates may be appropriate for similar 

reasons. 

 

1.2 The Authority is not certain how the Commission arrived at  the proposed 25% 

maximum. We are of the view that a cost analysis study should be conducted 

to ascertain the appropriate figure (if any).  

                                                           
1 Page 148. 
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2. Ad: formalise and regulate the zero-rating of public benefit 

organizations2  

2.1 The Report states that all MNOs agreed with the notion of zero-rating some 

applications run by public benefit organisations (“PBOs”), and they indicated 

that they are already actively involved in the zero-rating of some applications 

and some content such as content provided by academic institutions.  

 

2.2 The Commission’s provisional recommendation is that – 

2.2.1 The zero-rating of PBO content, including that of educational 

institutions, be formalised and subject to regulation, which may include 

self-regulation. 

 

2.3 The Authority advises that it has already started engaging with some 

stakeholders to review their Universal Service and Access Obligations. 

Particularly, the Authority intends on imposing obligations to ensure the zero-

rating of internet services of educational institutions.  

 

2.4 Further, the Authority notes the Commission’s concern that the zero-rating of 

PBO content is voluntary and inconsistent and needs to be regulated.  

 

3. Ad: regulatory action failing voluntary adjustments3  

3.1 The Commission recommends that – 

3.1.1 More regulatory scrutiny and potentially action at the wholesale level of 

the industry in the event there are no voluntary commitments to 

improve the terms of wholesale access.  

3.1.2 If the regulatory route is deemed to be necessary, that there are further 

potential enhancements to the regulatory regime which might make it 

more effective going forward. 

                                                           
2 Page 149.  
3 Page 152. 
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3.1.3 The Commission further observed that – 

“not only are the preconditions for regulatory action under section 67 of the 

Electronic Communications Act (ECA) unnecessarily onerous, but they 

may also serve to limit the degree of collaboration between regulators. 

For instance, there would seem to be no basis currently on which ICASA 

could regulate based on findings by the competition authorities, either 

in market inquiries or as a result of enforcement action.”4 

 

3.2 The Authority agrees with the Commission that currently there is no legal basis 

that ICASA could regulate based on the Commission’s findings. In this regard, 

we would like to draw your attention to the decision of the North Gauteng High 

Court5, where the court held that “the Competition Act does not deprive ICASA 

of jurisdiction over competition matters relevant to the communications sector 

or that ICASA is exempted from its duty to properly consider the competition 

issue.6 This means that although there may be overlapping competition issues 

between the regulators ICASA is duty-bound to consider and conduct its own 

analysis of the market and cannot merely rely on information/findings 

gathered by the Commission.  

 

3.3 In our view, in order to avoid duplications, either regulatory institution should 

be able to use the findings of the other only to the extent of assisting it in its 

inquiry.  

 

3.4 Nonetheless, the Authority is amenable to engaging further with the 

Commission on this recommendation.    

 

 

                                                           
4 Para 500.1 at page 152.  
5 Minister of Telecommunications and Postal Services v Acting Chair, Independent Communications Authority of 
South Africa and Others; Cell C (Pty) Ltd v Acting Chair, Independent Communications Authority of South Africa and 
Others and Others (2016/59722, 2016/68096) [2016] ZAGPPHC 883 (30 September 2016).  
6 Para 73. 
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Part B: Specific comments to the provisional findings and recommendations 

The table below provides the Authority’s specific comments to the Commission’s 

provisional findings and recommendations on the Data Services Market Inquiry. 
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CHAPTER DISCRIPTION ICASA COMMENTS 

2 Overview of the 

provision of data 
services 

 ICASA agrees with the Commission’s proposed value chain and its 

identification of markets and market segments as it is in line with the broad 
markets identified by ICASA during its Priority Markets Inquiry. 
 

 Furthermore, ICASA agrees with the approach taken by the Commission in 
conducting its market inquiry. 

 

3 International price 

comparisons and 
the level of prices 

 Figure 10 on the Commission’s report ‘Vodacom 1GB retail tariffs across 

Africa (2017)’ was sourced from ICASA’s Bi-annual Tariff report. On the 
ICASA report, this figure was used as a benchmark for “International 
Footprint Prices for 1GB Data Bundle” rather than “Vodacom 1GB retail 

tariffs across Africa (2017) as referenced on the Commission’s report as 
indicated by the inclusion of Albania which is not an African country. 

 

4 The structure of 

data prices and 
anti-poor pricing 

 ICASA agrees with the Commission’s analysis of effective prices as well as 

the impact of data pricing structure on poor consumers. 

5 Cost drivers– 
spectrum and 
facilities access 

issues 
 

 ICASA broadly agrees with the main cost drivers identified by the 
Commission.  
  

 Para 270 - Cell C shares similar views and submits that “to provide national 
coverage in the most efficient and least costly manner and to ensure that 

high-speed broadband services are available to all of South Africa’s 
citizens, an operator should be licensed to use frequency in both the low 
and high bands within its network”. Cell C further submits that important 

differences remain in the spectrum assignments of the MNOs. Specifically, 
Cell C submits that “both the MTN and Cell C assignment in the 900MHz 

band are not contiguous”.  According to Cell C, “in some cases this means 
that the later of the spectrum bands assigned is not situated immediately 
next to the existing spectrum bands assigned and the spectrum cannot be 

bundled together for LTE use”. 
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CHAPTER DISCRIPTION ICASA COMMENTS 

 The Authority published the 2015 Radio Frequency Spectrum Assignment 

Plans (“RFSAP”) for IMT7 to – amongst other things - address the non-
contiguous spectrum assignment in the IMT900 MHz band. Regulation 10 
stipulates that all the MNOs that have been assigned spectrum in this band 

(MTN, Cell C and Vodacom) migrate in-band to ensure contiguous 
assignment of spectrum. The RFSAP stipulate that (i) the in-band migration 

should be finalised by 31 March 2020; and (ii) the three MNOs should 
commence the frequency coordination process by the implementation date 
of the RFSAP (i.e. 30 March 2015).  

 
 MNO’s such as Liquid Telecoms and Telkom have already submitted 

applications for the amendment of their spectrum licences for in-band 
migration in compliance with the RFSAP.    
 

 Para 274 - MTN further states that “out of the six licensed mobile network 
operators not all of us are using the spectrum that the government gave 

us, there is a lot of inequality around the allocation of spectrum, some are 
siting and some people are starving on spectrum”. In this regard, MTN is 
of the view that ICASA should enforce the use it or lose it policy pertaining 

to spectrum allocation to remedy this situation. 
 

 It is unclear from this paragraph which IMT spectrum MTN alleges to be 
hoarded by some MNOs. The Authority notes that out of the IMT spectrum 
licensed to the six MNOs, the spectrum holding per band is as follows: 

 
o 900 MHz band -  100% assigned equitably to MTN, Cell C and 

Vodacom; 
 

o 1800 MHz band - 100% assigned equitably to MTN, Cell C, Vodacom, 
Liquid Telecoms, Rain Networks and Telkom; 

                                                           
7 Published in Government Gazette No. 38640 dated 30 March 2015 
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CHAPTER DISCRIPTION ICASA COMMENTS 

 

o 2100 MHz band - 100% assigned equitably to MTN, Cell C, Vodacom 
and Telkom; 

 

o 2300 MHz band - 40% assigned to Telkom. The remainder of the 
spectrum will be subjected to a competitive licensing process;  

 
o 2600 MHz band - 10% assigned to Rain Networks. The remainder of 

the spectrum will be subjected to a competitive licensing process; 

and 
 

o 3500 MHz band - 42% assigned as follows: Liquid Telecoms (28%) 
and Telkom (14%).  The remainder of the spectrum will be subjected 
to a competitive licensing process. 

 
 The Authority is not aware of any spectrum that is presently sitting 

unutilised based on the submissions by the various MNO’s.   
 

 The Authority agrees with the Use it or lose it principle as proposed in the 

National Integrated ICT White Paper policy. It is important to note that for 
the principle to be implemented effectively, it is imperative for the 

Authority to be adequately capacitated – with respect to technological 
tools, personnel, skills development and finances - to monitor the 
utilisation of radio frequency spectrum for each operator locally, 

provincially and nationally to determine whether licensees are using 
spectrum in terms of the approved roll-out network coverage plans.  

 
 The Commission should note however that the Authority published the 

Radio Frequency Spectrum Fee Regulations8 which introduced the 
Administrative Incentive Pricing (“AIP”) model that discourages hoarding 

                                                           
8 Published in Government Gazette No. 38642 dated 30 March 2015 
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CHAPTER DISCRIPTION ICASA COMMENTS 

and encourages the use of licensed spectrum. The introduction of the AIP) 

model forced many big operators to return huge chunks of unused 
spectrum.  
 

 The current experience is that operators continue to surrender spectrum 
when they are no longer using it to save on fees associated with hoarding 

spectrum. One such example is Telkom which was faced with an increase 
of approximately R 800 million due to the implementation of the AIP model.  
This forced Telkom to review its network plan and surrender unused 

spectrum to the Authority which was applied for and re-licensed to other 
operators.  This has resulted in stimulating competition between operators 

and allowing them to provide improved services to the public and promote 
access to broadband.  
 

 Para 275 - There is an effective consensus among stakeholders that 
assigning high demand spectrum to MNOs will bring a number of benefits, 

including cost reduction. For instance, Vodacom submits that “making 
spectrum suitable for 4G services (i.e. 800 MHz, 1800 MHz and 2600 MHz) 
available as soon as possible could therefore be expected to bring a number 

of benefits. It would allow operators to increase coverage and capacity to 
meet rapidly rising demand in a cost-efficient manner.”  Telkom also 

submits that “the assignment of additional spectrum will affect how South 
African mobile operators expand LTE coverage, and how they introduce 5G 
technologies”.  

 
 As indicated above, all available spectrum in the 1800 MHz band has 

already been assigned to existing licensees.  
 

6 Mobile competition 6.2.2 The extent of pricing pressure 
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CHAPTER DISCRIPTION ICASA COMMENTS 

 Para 356– the Authority notes that the Commission “…divided data revenue 

by data usage to derive revenue per GB for each MNO”.   The Authority is 
of the view that the derived figure should be average revenue per MB as 
opposed to revenue per GB as licensees bill data customers in MB.   

 
 The Authority is of the view that the Commission should consider 

calculating revenue per MB including and excluding non-billable data traffic 
(promotional and or ‘free’ data) to capture the extent of the impact of 
promotional/free data on effective average data rate or average revenue 

per MB.  
 

 Para 357 - The Authority is of the view that the Commission should consider 
calculating average revenue per MB with respect to different bundle sizes 
and same bundles with different validity (expiry) periods to overcome the 

challenge of decline in effective prices for different and or same bundles 
due to certain consumers “…using more data volumes and hence buying 

into larger bundles which are priced lower on a per GB basis than smaller 
bundles…”. 

 

 Para 358 – the Authority agrees with the Commission that “…a decline in 
the revenue per GB does not necessarily equate to an observation of lower 

effective prices”. However, as indicated above the Commission may derive 
value from calculating effective data rate or average revenue per MB 
including and excluding billable traffic. The latter will assist the Commission 

in understanding the extent of the impact of promotions and free data or 
to test the MNOs assertion that competition in the provision of retail data 

services is effective.  
 

 
6.3.1 Assessment of roaming agreements 
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CHAPTER DISCRIPTION ICASA COMMENTS 

 Para 402 – the Authority does not agree with the Commission that 

“roaming is a form of network sharing”. The word network has different 
meaning in the context of the Electronic Communications Act. Network or 
electronic communications network refers to “any systems of electronic 

communications facilities (excluding subscriber equipment), including 
without limitation –(a) satellite systems; fixed systems (circuit- and 

packet-switched); (c) mobile systems…”. Electronic communications 
network service licensee can enter into wholesale arrangements with other 
ECNS licensees to allow the subscribers of the latter to roam onto a host 

network in a geographic location.  Although national roaming can indirectly 
facilitate infrastructure sharing like call termination, the Authority is of the 

view that national roaming is a (wholesale) service and not infrastructure 
sharing in the context of the ECA.  

 

 
 Para 408 – the Authority agrees with the Commission that “in South Africa 

only two networks, Vodacom and MTN, have national coverage. Thus, the 
provision of wholesale roaming services in South Africa is highly 
concentrated.”.  However, on a forward-looking basis the Authority is of 

the view that this might change given non-exclusive roaming agreement 
between Rain (host network) and Vodacom as well as Liquid Telecom’s 

open access 4G network, which is scheduled to be launched soon. 
 

 Para 411 – the Authority does not agree with the assertion that “due to 

capacity constraints because of spectrum shortages, it is also not possible 
for one of the providing operators to host both Cell C and Telkom on their 

network.” Currently, Cell C and Telkom roam onto Vodacom and MTN’s 
networks albeit for different services or technologies. 

 

7.2 Assessment of 
Preliminary 

Findings 

Page 132 Paragraph 449.2.1.  
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CHAPTER DISCRIPTION ICASA COMMENTS 

 Para 449.2.1. - As mentioned in the report, price benchmarking exercises 

are often based on the cheapest prices available (Typically Cell C or 
Telkom) and still show that South Africa performs poorly relative to other 
countries. It is further stated that Cell C has decided to follow suit and 

increase their data prices to be in line with the larger operators. 
 

 However, a quick calculation of prices per MB based on the current 2019 
prices, gives the impression that in fact Cell C prices per MB are not the 
cheapest, thus the benchmark would not be very accurate for the current 

year if Cell C prices were used to do the analysis. In fact, MTN’s prices are 
lower than that of Cell C for packages of less than 1GB data. Prices for 1GB 

are standard across the 3 biggest players at R 149.00. (Based on standard 
packages and does not consider promotions). In proposing immediate 
reduction in prices, the reduction needs to be based on the current prices 

and not historical prices. 
 

 Are the benchmarking exercises referred to only consider Cell C or Telkom 
as the typical cheapest operators? Does that mean that relatively smaller 
operators such as Afrihost have not been included in the benchmarking 

exercises? 
 

 At the beginning of the paragraph, the Commission notes that Cell C has 
recently determined that it cannot win sufficient share by lowering prices 
and has proceeded to raise them back upwards towards the two larger 

networks. This seems to be in contradiction to the statement above on the 
cheapest prices available. ICASA Benchmark exercises reveal that 

operators such as Telkom, Rain, Afrihost offer some of the cheapest prices 
available. 

 
 Para 460.1 - ICASA licensing regulations require that any firm or individual 

seeking to provide network infrastructure requires approval from ICASA. 

This could either take the form of national individual licences or regional 
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CHAPTER DISCRIPTION ICASA COMMENTS 

class licences which have less stringent requirements [own emphasis]. The 

Inquiry understands that no new individual licences have been granted 
since 2010 and that hurdles required for an individual licence approval are 
significant. 

 
 Para 480 states that it would seem to the Inquiry that if this is to change, 

then there are two broad aspects of the market which require intervention. 
These are addressing the cost of infrastructure rollout to these areas and 
identifying innovative business models [own emphasis] to provide 

affordable packages to low income individuals at home or free services in 
public.  

 
 In terms of section 3(2) of the ECA, the Authority may only issue an 

invitation to apply for Individual Electronic Communications Network 

Service (“I-ECNS”) licences subsequent to a policy directive issued by the 
Minister of Communications. Although there have not been any new I-ECNS 

licences issued since 2010 when Broadband Infraco was licenced the 
Authority notes that there presently exist in excess of 450 I-ECNS licensees 
in the market.   

 
 Additionally, section 13 of the ECA allows for the transfer of I-ECNS licences 

from one entity to another. This means that new entrants into the market 
are not shut out of the market as they can acquire an existing licence from 
persons that are not utilising their licences.  

  
 The ECA makes provision for class licenses which are not subject to any 

policy directives and which can be applied for at any time.  This licence 
category was written into the legislation with a view to making it easier for 

individuals and smaller business to enter the infrastructure market in 
smaller areas. The Commission should take cognisance of the following in 
this regard:  
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o The geographic scope of class licences is either a district or local 

municipality. Licensees can have numerous class licences across the 
country as long as their collective coverage does not amount to 
provincial (in any one province) or national coverage.  

  
o The application process for class licences is simple with shorter 

turnaround times (30 working days) and lower application costs (R 
12 070) per application.  

 

o Class licensees are not subjected to the same onerous obligations as 
individual licences. Therefore, the regulatory cost of infrastructure 

rollout for small entities is already mitigated by the legislative and 
regulatory frameworks.  
 

 It is also important to note that class licensees fall into different categories 
such as individuals; small SMEs with marginal revenues, and Large 

Corporations with large revenues (e.g. Vumatel).  In the event that the 
Commission is of the view that universal service obligations should be 
imposed on class licensees so as to facilitate universal access, such 

obligations should only be contemplated for larger class licensees that meet 
a revenue threshold to be determined. 

  
 The Commission should also consider the proposed obligations in 

conjunction with section 2 (z) of the ECA which requires the Authority - 

when intervening in the market – to consider the impact of placing social 
imperatives on class licensees on their sustainability.  

 

8 Provisional 

Recommendations 

Page 146 

 
 Par 483.1. states: Reductions in headline prices to current average 

effective rates for data bundles, coupled with a reduction in sub-1GB data 

bundle prices to within a 25% of the 1GB bundle on a per MB basis. This 
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recommendation does not seem to be based on any costing exercise. To 

determine the level of which prices should be reduced by needs to be 
accompanied by supporting evidence of the actual costs incurred by 
operators.   

 
 Par 483.2, we propose that the assignment of high demand spectrum be 

done in parallel to the recommendation to reduce headline prices, seeing 
that operators have been complaining about spectrum for years. We also 
propose that this also be prioritised and coupled with recommendation 

483.1.  
 

Par 493.9.1 - ICASA make use of the powers already available to it in terms 
of Chapter 8 of the existing ECA to regulate cost-orientated pricing of 
facilities and mandate access based on technical criteria only, strongly 

enforced through the Compliance and Complaints Committee within ICASA. 
To the extent this requires updating the Facilities Leasing Regulation of 

2010, then this is given priority within the current financial year. 
 
 

Par 493.10. - The Commission recommends that the Commission must be 
engaged on the HDS policy and assignment process, as well as the 

development of facilities leasing legislation and regulations, at DTPS and 
ICASA outside of the Inquiry process. The precise policy and assignment 
processes for these two initiatives are yet to be determined and therefore 

this Inquiry is unable to comment on any specific design elements that 
emerge as they are developed even if it has outlined above the broad 

principles to be applied. However, such engagement on detailed design is 
important if they are to achieve pro-competitive outcomes and lower costs. 

The Commission is best placed to do so. 
 
The Authority notes that the assignment/licensing process in relation to the 

licensing of HDS is detailed in Regulation 7 of the Radio Frequency 
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Spectrum Regulations, 20159 read together with section 31(3)(a) of the 

ECA. The consultative nature of the Licensing Process will ensure that all 
stakeholders will have an opportunity to make submissions and 
representations to the Authority at various intervals.  The Authority further 

notes that the Memorandum of Understanding10 concluded between the 
Commission and ICASA provides for the establishment of a Joint Working 

Committee in which the two regulatory bodies can engage on areas of 
overlapping jurisdiction.    
  

 

Conclusion  

The Authority trusts that the Commission will consider our inputs on the Inquiry. The Authority remains available to 

make further representation to the Commission if necessary. 

                                                           
9 Published in Government Gazette No 38641 dated 30 March 2015 as amended by government gazettes No. 38754 of 2015 and No. 40436 of 2016 
10 Published in Government Gazette No 23857 dated 20 September 2002 


